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 This is proceedings of the 2nd International symposium 2015 “New Frontier for the 
Global Governance and Multinationalism” held on October 16th 2015 hosted by Institute for 
Peace Science, Hiroshima University. The symposium consisted of two sessions. The first session 
was related to the “How to Cope with New Challenges and Evolution of Global Governance” 
and Prof. Takashi INOGUCHI, President of the University of Niigata Prefecture, Amb. 
Kazutoshi AIKAWA Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan Disarmament, Foreign Policy Bureau, 
Non-proliferation and Science Department chief, and Prof. Hajime NISHITANI, Hiroshima 
University Vice President (International), held a lively debate. Later, former President of the 
67th Session of the UN Assembly and former Foreign Minister of Republic of Serbia Mr. Vuk 
JEREMIĆ gave a keynote speech with the title “The World in Flux”. The second session targeted 
“How to Achieve Sustainable Future with Human Dignity”. Prof. Isao KISO, Special Advisor of 
the Cabinet and IPSHU appointed Professor, Mr. Masami TAMURA, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
International Cooperation Bureau, Global Issues Cooperation Division chief, and Associate 
Professor Asami OGURA from IPSHU deliberated the issues. They concluded education is most 
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Forging Links between  




President, University of Niigata Prefecture 
 
 I’d like to talk about what I have been 
doing recently. It might be called the global 
quasi-legislative process.  
 I’d like to link two things: One is 
individuals, citizens’ preferences broadly 
defined and the other is states’ participation in 
multilateral treaties. That is, everyone says 
peace has to be achieved and terrorism should 
be curtailed or poverty should be reduced, 
whatever.  Then these things are captured by 
many public opinion polls in the whole world.  
When in 1935, George Gallup established his 
American Institute of Public Opinion, many 
people thought that this is nonsense, that it 
doesn’t tell you much.  Going through the trial 
and error George Gallup made the public 
opinion poll an indispensible tool for most of 
people for business, for politics, for mass media, 
for academics etcetera. A huge number of 
public opinion polls conducted every year, every 
country and then assembling and aggregating 
all these citizen’s preferences, one task which 
I’m going to do. 
 Then the other is multilateral treaties.  
Multilateral treaties, a number of countries 
join agreements on, say, commerce, human 
rights and health, labor, and peace and 
disarmament and etcetera. My interest is how 
to link these two things. 
 In the national setting, normally 
people say the security bills are not so good or 
very good, whatever.  The consumption tax 
hike is terrible or beautiful or whatever.  They 
say something.  They reveal their preferences 
on many issues.  Then this is called the 
citizens’ preferences.  Then on that basis, not 
multilateral treaties, but national legislation 
takes place.  In the parliamentary body, the 
legislation is carried out to make it a law, so 
that citizens are obliged to follow, comply, but 
of course it is based – if it is democracy, it’s 
based on the rules of conduct of democracy. 
 In the national setting, citizens’ 
preferences and then legislative results, 
outcomes are linked somehow.  It’s not the 
opposite, for instance, the legislation is not 
particularly 180 degrees opposite to the 
aggregation of citizens’ preference.  Some 
citizens like that and other citizens may not 
like that.  Then a small number of citizens 
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dislike it completely that sort of things, but 
registration takes place and then it has been 
given legitimacy to implement.  But in the 
world setting, what is the legislative body?  
There is no global polity.  There is no political 
executive.  No legislative body in the whole 
world.  What do you do? 
 Basically, a number of international 
organizations, non-governmental 
organizations and sovereign countries 
representatives work out some multilateral 
treaties whereby they can regulate or they can 
promote something in their interest, for 
instance, gender equality. Agreements and 
conventions are not quite legislated.  But 
agreed by a number of countries and they say, 
“Wow, join us” kind of things and then, a 
number of countries normally join and 
sometimes very late, but still keeps coming and 
then this is the process – a quasi-legislative 
process in the global setting.  Then this is 
what I’m interested in seeing how weakly or 
strongly connected these two things, citizens’ 
preferences and states’ multilateral treaties 
participation. 
 If you look at map, this is citizens’ 
preferences and then it is called the cultural 
map of the world because citizens’ preferences 
are about values and norms global citizens 
reveal and express using public opinions polls.  
Then the aggregation country by country is this 
picture. 
 This is much clearer.  The academic 
named Christian Welzel in Germany did these 
things.  If you aggregate citizens’ preference 
via factor analysis, they have generated two 
key dimensions of citizens’ values and norms.  
Emancipatory versus protective, this is the 
most important dimension of citizens’ 
preferences.  What do you mean by 
emancipatory?  That is open, liberating or free 
kind of things.  Protective is defensive, 
curtailed and rule-making kind of things on 
whatever issues. 
 The second dimension is sacred 
versus security.  Sacred means god-related 
thing.  Some citizens like a lot of sacred-
related things like I go to church every week 
and I mind the location of my house according 
to the Chinese fengshui astrology.  But 
anyway, this scheme has 150, 190 or 200 
countries’ plots. This is very messy.  You don’t 
see much.  
 What are the country types?  Ten 
types of the countries what is the reformed 
west?  This is a very western-centric grouping 
somehow from Germany.  The reformed west 
means those western countries which became 
more or less states after the Reformation.  
That’s very western centric.  That means 
basically Germany and then Sweden kind of 
states. 
 What is the next?  Sub-Saharan 
Africa, that’s Sub-Saharan Africa, fairly 
geographical.  The New West means, the 
United States and Australia.  The Old West, 
that’s Italy and that is the time of the Roman 
Empire.  They existed, so more or less Italy 
and France are the Old West.  Then the 
Returned West that is after the Cold War they 
became west, Poland kind of states.  The 
Orthodox East.  This is Russian Orthodox.  
─ 9─
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So Russia, but somehow it is called from the 
German point of view, not west, but the 
Orthodox East. 
 Then after that, the Indic East, that is 
on the Indian subcontinent about 10 countries.  
Then the Islamic East, that is the Middle East 
and North Africa and a little bit of something.  
Then comes the Sinic East, China, Japan, 
Korea, Vietnam, Singapore, etcetera. Lastly, 
Latin America. 
 An interesting question is which is 
most emancipatory?  Where? This is Germany, 
Sweden located in terms of emancipatory, 
protective and very emancipatory, open and 
fair in many ways according to them.  Who are 
not?   
 Latin America, very protective and 
not very secular.  They go to church every 
week.  Family and Church are most trusted 
institutions according to The Economist 
magazine reporting 2 weeks ago.  In Latin 
America, they trust God most.  They go to 
church.  Which comes next?  Family, 
neighborhood.  Then below the bottom, all the 
political institutions like politicians, leaders, 
parliament, political parties, which is almost 
universal, but pronounced in Latin America is 
that God comes a top and then family comes 
next.  After that, political institutions 
crowding the bottom.  That is natural.  This 
Latin American location very sacred and non-
secular and then protective. 
 Then what about the – many varieties 
exist around here, what are you interested in?  
Sinic East, what is the Sinic East? Sinic East is 
this.  That is very emancipatory.  At the 
same time, very strongly protective.  Then in 
terms of secular-sacred dimension, very secular.  
That makes sense. This is multilateral treaties 
participation.  If you look at the first 
dimension, global commons versus individual 
citizen’s rights.  Interesting.  The Reformed 
West comes here.  They are concerned about 
global commons, makes multilateral treaties 
much more universally valid. 
 Then what is the second dimension?  
Transnational norms and inter-state rules, 
transnational norms mean basically: gender 
should be equal; Poverty should be reduced; 
then punishment and rewards kind of things. 
 Now who are located here?  Latin 
America is here. Latin America preferences 
means that transnational norms loom large.  
But the Sinic East, preferences mean that 
inter-state rules dominate their interest.  
About common aspiration, common yearning, 
they don’t say much. But they are interested in 
the tariff reduction and whatever.  In terms of 
binding inter-state rules, they like, so all these 
things are indicated by these two, the cultural 
map of the world and the legislative maps of 
the world and then see how these cultural 
maps of the world and the legislative maps of 
the world are linked, how strong their 
relationship. 
 At the moment, the relationship is 
very high in terms of the country locations and 
that makes sense.  In some other cases, that 
doesn’t make sense.  In the case of the Sinic 
East and Latin America and the Reformed 
West, you can make eminent sense if you read 
these two maps and compare them.  But our 
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findings – this is a product together with Lien 
Thi Quynh Le, Yoshiki MIKAMI and myself, so 
joint study now being conducting very steadily.  
This is something, but nobody has done these 
kinds of things before, very systematically, and 
very comprehensively.  Every multilateral 
treaty since 1945 registered at United Nations 
isanalyzed and then relating to public opinion 
conducted everywhere since 1970s.  This is 
something, a very large scale data dealt with 
and then carefully analyzed.  This is 
something.  Then the purpose is of course to 
help realize more peaceful, more fair and then 
prosperous world.  Thank you very much. 
  
─ 11 ─
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How to Cope with Evolution of Global Governance  
International Organisation  




Vice President, Hiroshima University
First of all, I have to apologies that 
my speech is not as exciting as the former two. 
When I confirmed my speech I did not know 
that such distinguished presenters would be 
present. I wish I knew then. 
At the moment I sever Hiroshima 
University as a Vice President (International), 
but today I am going to give this speech, as a 
Professor of International Law, my true role.  
I am rather lucky as I can speak at 
the last of the session, and I can add to what 
already said from the point of view of an 
International lawyer. How we see the 
globalizations, the international 
organisations, the Security Council, General 
Assembly and other elements in international 
society. 
 Before I begin, just let me explain 
why I decided to major International Law. 
When I was a student here at the Hiroshima 
University, some decades ago, I took several 
papers of the international relations, 
philosophy among other subjects. But I wasn’t 
quite happy about those because some of the 
lectures and the concept in those area was 
rather vague and then some of the words were 
not defined clearly, at least to me.  Those 
experiences gave me impression that I’m 
really not kind of students who can settle in 
those area.  That was the reason that I 
decided to study law including Constitutional 
Law. 
 Constitutional Law is somewhat 
philosophical, but I really wanted to do 
something concrete.  That’s why I decided to 
do international law, as an area. But even in 
the international law, I’m not dealing with the 
political side of those almost at all.  I wanted 
to interpret the treaties and other 
instruments precisely according to the letters. 
This is a kind of warning because the 
presentation I’m going to give now is 
sometimes dry and also is about the very 
principle, and not its application.  
To us, despite so called globalizations, at 
least to the view of legal scholar, the world is 
still dependent on the will or intention of the 
sovereign states. Of course as Professor 
INOGUCHI mentioned that though the 
intentions and the attitude of the state might 
be influenced by the domestic democracy, by 
the citizens.  But in the levels of 
international society, that’s always done by 
the sovereign states. 
 One way of looking at the intention 
or will of the states are the structures of 
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international organisations.  There is only 
one general and universal international 
organisation. General here means with the 
wide agenda and universal means that the 
organisation covers whole world 
geographically.  Of course, there are several 
other international organisations, which 
specialize in the area of the activities and 
geographic areas. 
 There is a will in Europe to construct 
a general and regional organisation, 
European Council, and in America, OAS, in 
Africa, AU. But there is none in Asia. This is 
the intention or will of the states, or lack of 
them, in Asia. 
 The intention or will of the states is 
first defined in the fundamental documents, 
the treaty to create the international 
organisation. The definition of the treaty is 
also very clear here.  The Vienna Convention 
on the Law of Treaties signed in 1969 defines 
“'treaty' means an international agreement 
concluded between States in written form and 
governed by international law, whether 
embodied in a single instrument or in two or 
more related instruments and whatever its 
particular designation. 
 Of course, the United Nations 
Charter, NPT and other treaties are the 
agreements between or among the states.  
What NPT or UN or General Assembly can do 
or cannot do are defined by those agreement, 
the will of the states. How they wanted to do– 
how far they want to give away their powers 
to the international organization.  How 
much power they want to reserve themselves 
and so on.  Everything is defined by the 
international agreement, treaty, agreements 
between or among the states. 
 Now I would like to turn to the 
powers of the international organisations. As 
I had mentioned above the starting point is 
the fundamental documents. This treaty 
defines the power of the international 
organisation. This is called “Explicit Powers”. 
But as the treaty cannot anticipate 
eventualities, the theory of “Implied Powers” 
developed in UN and also EU. 
There are two leading cases by the 
International Court of Justice.  Both of them 
are advisory opinions, but they are statement 
of the international law.  In Reparation Case 
1946, Count Bernadotte, who was a member 
of the Swedish royal family and then was 
acting as a Chief of United Nations Negotiator, 
was killed in the New City of Jerusalem, 
which was governed by Israel at that time.  
But Israel wasn’t the party to UN at that time. 
 Sweden Government could claim the 
diplomatic protection against Israel.  But 
the legal issues in that case was whether or 
not the UN could claim the reparation to 
Israel as an international organisation.  As I 
had mentioned the international organisation 
as such, is created by the agreement, but 
Israel was not the party to UN, at the time. 
So Israel could deny the existence of UN, or 
something we call a legal personality of UN. 
Because Israel was not bound by the United 
Nations Charter. Of course, under 
international politics it would have been a 
bad movement. 
─ 17 ─
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 Other question here was that 
whether UN can claim the reparation even 
though there is no explicit power for 
reparations defined or written in the UN 
Charter. The International Court of Justice 
agreed that the power is vested in the UN, 
even it is not explicit.  It’s implied.  So it 
may be argued that the ICJ expanded the 
power of UN in certain area over the will of 
the states. 
 Again Certain Expenses of the 
United Nations case, the power to send PKO 
was not written in the UN Charter at all. But 
in this case, even though there was not 
explicit power to create PKO in the UN 
Charter to begin with, International Court of 
Justice agreed that, as implied powers of UN 
at first in General Assembly and then in 
Security Council.  The current power of the 
Security Council to send PKO actually 
derived from those advisory opinions or from 
the implied powers theory. The important 
point here is that in the following years, 
Member States did not deny this development, 
but used the power widely instead. If the 
implied powers agreed by ICJ were denied by 
Member States, the will or intention of the 
sovereign states would have prevailed. 
 Here is another example. The 
Articles 39, 41, and 42 define the powers of 
collective security of UN.  The Article 39 
says “The Security Council shall determine 
the existence of any threat to the peace, 
breach of the peace, or act of aggression and 
shall make recommendations, or decide what 
measures shall be taken in accordance with 
Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore 
international peace and security.” 
 The Ambassador AIKAWA 
mentioned the resolutions, resolutions done 
by General Assembly or resolutions done by 
Security Council. When you look at the 
powers of those two organs of the UN, the 
powers are, of course, defined by United 
Nations Charter.  The General Assembly 
may discuss and then recommend. This 
recommendation is done in the form of 
resolution. It does not have any legal binding 
force.  Of course that kind of non-binding 
resolution can have a huge effect in the 
international politics, but legally it’s not 
binding. Recommendations play very 
important role when the states follow the 
recommendations.  
On the other hand, when a non-
military measure is decided under Article 41, 
the measure is binding under Article 25.  
This is UN Charter, and this is the part of the 
will or intention of the sovereign states in the 
form the treaty and its application.  
As far as military measures are 
concerned, Security Council can only 
recommend. The example is Resolution 687 in 
the Iraq case.  This is again the will or 
intention of the sovereign states. If then 
Member States wanted to give more or less 
power to the UN in 1945, for example in the 
area of military measures, they could. Their 
choice was a special agreement under Article 
43. To sum up, the powers of the UN, 
regardless General Assembly or Security 
Council, the power rests on the will of the 
─ 18 ─
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state, and not an independent international 
organisation, sadly. 
 I would like to add a few words about 
EU, with somewhat more developed or 
empowered outlook. Those power, again rest 
upon the will of the state, in the form of Rome 
Treaty.  
Even though the rules are decided by 
the will of the state, once the rules are made,
those are binding. And the existence of the 
binding rules is favorable for the smaller 
state because smaller states can resort to its 
existence itself. On the other hand, the bigger, 
powerful state might avert from the rules, 
using its economic, political power. That is the 
time I believe I made a right choice to study 
international law. 
 Thank you. 
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President of the Center for International Relations and Sustainable Development 
Former President of the 67th Session of the UN General Assembly 
Former Foreign Minister of the Republic of Serbia
Thank you very much for this most 
kind introduction.  At the very onset, I 
would like to say how delighted I am and 
how privileged I feel to be here with you 
this afternoon.  This is not my first time in 
Japan and not the first time that I have the 
honor to thank Ambassador Tsuneo 
NISHIDA for being invited to visit to your 
beautiful country.  I have actually made 
many visits to Japan, but the one that I will 
definitely never forget and that left a deep 
personal mark and impression on me—the 
one that I’m going to carry with me all my 
life—took place in 2011.  I was 
accompanying the President of Serbia, 
Boris TADIĆ, on a state visit to Japan that 
was taking place from March 9 to March 11 
of 2011 in my capacity as Serbia’s foreign 
minister.  The one thing that I will never 
forget was that, as we were departing from 
Japan, the earth started to move and we 
felt a little strange as we were boarding a 
plane, but people told us in the plane, 
“don’t worry, this happens very often in 
Japan.” 
Upon landing in London 12 hours 
later, we actually did find out what 
happened, and about the terrible tragedy 
that had resulted.  This is something that 
I will always carry with me and this is 
something that had also left a very deep 
impression on the people of Serbia, who 
reacted in a very, very positive and very, 
very warm way towards the plight of the 
people of Japan.  Over the following, I 
would say, 6 to 8 weeks, I am very, very 
proud to say that we amassed a level of 
support for the Japanese people that 
amounted to one of the highest per capita 
aid initiatives for a small and relatively 
poor country that is Serbia, and that was 
something remarkable.  It was not done by 
the government.  It was actually done by 
ordinary people giving their own personal 
funds. This is, I think, something that very 
much now lies at the root of a very strong 
friendship between Japan and Serbia. 
When I came to New York to serve 
as President of the UN General Assembly 
after completing two terms as Serbia’s 
foreign minister, one of the very first people 
that I met was Ambassador NISHIDA who 
─ 20 ─
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was representing Japan and the United 
Nations at that time.  In one of our first 
meetings, he proposed to me that I come 
and visit Japan during my presidency, and 
I said, “Of course Mr. Ambassador, when do 
you think it would be most appropriate?”  
And he said, “Oh, perhaps on August 6 
when we have our annual national 
commemoration of the dropping of the 
atomic bomb.”  I accepted it as a great 
privilege and I came to Japan.  I met the 
Prime Minister and not too far away from 
here, I had the honor of delivering remarks 
at the commemoration itself.  The whole 
atmosphere and the whole experience that 
I had at that day is something that I’m sure 
I am going to carry with me to my grave.  
That visit to Hiroshima really put a 
number of things about world affairs and 
what it means to be at war and what it 
means to enjoy peace in some kind of 
perspective.  This is another reason why 
I’m delighted to be back in Hiroshima, out 
of all places in Japan, and to talk to this 
distinguished audience. 
I also want to thank the speakers 
before me for setting the stage for a good 
discussion on the world in flux.  I’ll make 
an attempt at presenting a big picture from 
the perspective of someone who is not as 
educated or as knowledgeable about global 
legal affairs or the institutionalism of 
international organizations, but perhaps 
by someone who is more of a practitioner of 
foreign affairs and who had the privilege of 
traveling around the world and talking to a 
great number of people and carrying forth 
some perhaps simple observations, but very 
global ones—because I did have a chance to 
visit many parts of the world recently in my 
various capacities as a member of the 
Serbian Government and then as President 
of the General Assembly and now as a 
President of a think tank that is 
headquartered in Belgrade: the Center for 
International Relations and Sustainable 
Development, that is continuing to try to 
improve global understanding of how the 
world works through publishing a journal 
called “Horizons” and through organizing a 
number of events, both in Belgrade and 
abroad. 
The title of my remarks is The 
World in Flux.  I believe fundamentally 
that our world is in flux and that, as a 
matter of fact, it is undergoing a period of 
perhaps one of the most profound and 
certainly most dynamic transformations in 
human history.  There are a number of 
reasons for this, in my view, with one of the 
most significant being the rapid advances 
we see in technology. As a result, it is no 
longer possible to view and understand 
developments of the world in isolation from 
each other geographically, politically, or 
otherwise.  Not so long ago, there were 
views put forward by some very, very 
influential intellectuals that the world has 
come to the “end of history”—a view that 
followed the decisive outcome of the Cold 
War.  Many people believed that after the 
great clashes of the 20th century—the 
─ 21 ─
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great tragedies that humanity suffered 
through in the various conflicts of the 20th 
century, both within and outside the 
framework of the two World Wars—that the 
end of the Cold War meant the beginning of 
a long period of peace and stability. 
Well, a quarter of a century later, I 
don’t think that there are too many people 
who are still ready to prescribe to the point 
of view that we have come to the “end of 
history.”  History is very much on the 
march and we live in a world that is very 
volatile and very, very unpredictable, 
which can be compared to some periods in 
human history that were remembered as 
some of the most ferocious developments on 
record. 
Last year—the year 2014—was the 
100th anniversary of the outbreak of the 
Great War or World War Ⅱ , which is for my 
country and for my region something of 
great historical significance.  For those of 
you who are scholars of history, it is not 
unknown that Southeast Europe, and the 
Balkans in particular, was the physical 
place where the war actually began—and 
the rest is history. 
But I’m going to point your 
attention to some parallels between the 
world of 1914 and the world of 2014.  I 
limit myself to one because we don’t have 
much time.  That was the period viewed by 
contemporaries at that time as a period of 
great technological advancement and 
people were referring to the telegraph and 
telephone and also the growing 
intertwining of economic interests that led 
some people to use the word ‘globalization’ 
for the first time. 
Back in 1914, there was a book 
that was published by Norman ANGELL of 
Cambridge University.  The book was 
published in the United Kingdom, which at 
that time was in many ways the center of 
world developments; indeed, the United 
Kingdom was the most powerful country on 
Earth.  Well, in the February of 1914, a 
book came out called the Illusion of War in 
which the very influential Norman 
ANGELL argued that because of these 
technological advancements and because 
everybody is so connected with everybody, 
not least in economic terms, that there may 
be clashes and frictions, but that there can 
be no wars in the 20th century: that it will 
be far too stupid to engage in wars: the 20th 
century is going to be a century of peace.  
Well, that book came out in February 1914 
and soon thereafter became a bestseller in 
the United Kingdom. 
Well, fast forward 100 years to my 
personal experience at the World Economic 
Forum meeting in Davos, which happens 
every January. I’m sure you know that the 
World Economic Forum aspires to be a 
forum that puts together the world’s most 
influential and knowledgeable people. 
Well, every year the World 
Economic Forum publishes a yearbook, 
what to expect in the next year.  Well, the 
world book of risks of the 2014 World 
Economic Forum was put on some 100 
─ 22 ─
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pages and did not contain the word Ukraine. 
And we all know what happened in 2014 
and how today Ukraine is actually a point 
of geopolitical friction between Russia and 
the West. 
One would expect that the 
knowledgeable and powerful and wealthy 
people of Davos would have been in a 
position to foresee a major crisis popping 
up, but they weren’t.  Therefore, I think 
that we should all be very careful in 
learning the lessons of history and making 
sure that some of the tragic mistakes of the 
20th century is not repeated in our time 
because we are now in possession of such 
technologies that a global conflict, a Third 
World War, would quite likely be the last 
conflict of humanity. 
Well, I said that the whole world is 
in flux and the whole world is 
interconnected but for the sake of this 
discussion, I’m going to limit myself to 
saying a few additional words about three 
theaters of significance where a multitude 
of players and actions come together to 
produce results and turbulences which are 
viewed with the greatest degree of 
attention by most people in the world.  
These three theatres are East and 
Southeast Asia, the greater European 
space, and the Middle East. 
I’ll start off with the one in which 
developments are happening rapidly, but 
where at least I’m perhaps most optimistic, 
yet cautious, and this is the part of the 
world in which we find ourselves right now. 
This is the part of the world where most of 
you come from and probably a part of the 
world about which all of you are far more 
knowledgeable than I am, namely East and 
Southeast Asia. 
Well, that region is a part of world 
geography that in my opinion and that of 
many others which is going to be, perhaps, 
the most significant part of world 
geography in the 21st century.  If the sea 
of the world in the past was considered at 
least by us Europeans to be the 
Mediterranean and if the sea of the world, 
the sea of consequence was the Atlantic in 
the 20th century, then I think that the 
ocean or the sea of the 21st century is the 
Pacific.  Interactions and refractions of 
world affairs in that particular area—the 
Asia-Pacific—are going to influence, and I 
think decisively so, the trajectory of 
humanity in our lifetime and possibly 
beyond. 
In that sense, Japan is not a 
marginal player.  It’s actually a very 
central player—not only geographically 
central, but central in many, many other 
ways.  This is why I think that the 
responsibility and role of Japan in the 21st 
century is going to acquire increasing 
significance.  Of course, Japan is not the 
only player in the region: there are many 
others, some are bigger and some are 
smaller than Japan, but I think that the 
developments here do require people’s 
attention.  The way most people see it 
right now, if you put aside great economic 
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dynamism of the area, is the potential for 
conflict and you would know about this far 
better than I do.  I’m not only referring to 
the China-Japan friction, but I’m also 
referring to frictions in the South and East 
China Seas, which is geostrategically and 
geo-economically one of the most 
significant parts of Asia. 
Over lunch, we talked about the 
situation in the Korean Peninsula in 
contrast with the immediate danger of an 
escalation of a conflict regarding the 
Iranian nuclear program has been removed 
by the latest diplomatic developments.  
Well, this is very much under table.  This 
is very worrisome.  The Korean peninsula 
is a place which, because of a number of 
reasons and not only the character of the 
North Korean leadership, is always 
something that may explode.  This is 
something that I’m sure you worry about 
far more than most of the other countries 
and nations in the world.   
Moving on: the trend of the growth 
of China is, I think, going to continue to be 
positive. A lot of people are talking about 
China coming to an end of its great 
economic expansion, but I don’t subscribe 
to this point of view.  We can talk about 
China for hours: what’s going inside and 
what’s going around China and how China 
interacts with its neighborhood.  But 
when it comes to the Chinese economy, I 
think it is going to progress—to continue to 
grow.  It is going to continue growing 
perhaps not at the rate that we have seen 
or witnessed in the past decades but 
through renormalization of their internal 
picture—the “new normal,” this is how they 
call it. 
China is going to continue to grow 
and China is going to continue to play an 
increasing role in the affairs, not only of the 
region, but that of the world.  This is one 
of the reasons why here in Japan I think we 
ought to discuss the future of Chinese-
Japanese relationship and how this access 
of cooperation or rivalry may influence the 
rest of the world.  I can assure you that 
the eyes of the world are on this issue. 
As I understand, this is a very 
delicate thing.  There is a certain history 
involved.  There are different ways in 
which historical developments are 
interpreted in various parts of Asia.  But I 
think that perhaps in the future, one ought 
to look into the possibility of creating a 
certain diplomatic security architecture 
that is going to make a conflict in this part 
of the world less likely.  In Europe, we 
have the OSCE.  There is an African 
Union in Africa and of course the EU in 
Europe. Now, the history of Europe is 
different from the history of Africa and 
from the history of Asia, so for this part of 
the world to conceive a security and 
political multilateral forum from which no 
one is going to be excluded is maybe a wild 
dream. But this is certainly something that 
did prove to be possible in some other parts 
of the world then had served a certain 
purpose—in the case of Europe—very 
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Since I’m mentioning Europe, I’m 
moving to the second big topic for today and 
this is Europe.  This is the part of the 
world where I come from.  I would say that 
we are probably in the most complicated 
institutional and political, crisis in decades. 
The most obvious one is the re-emergence 
of rivalry and some would even say 
hostility between Russia and Europe, 
supported by its American ally. 
Well, I’m afraid that this situation 
is not going to go away and that the 
destruction of trust and the disappearance 
of post-Cold War cooperation in the context 
of the Ukraine crisis is not going to be 
resolved anytime soon.  There are going to 
be strategic repercussions that are going to 
be felt throughout the world.  The fact 
that Russia is becoming isolated from the 
rest of the European continent is going to 
have the effect of Russia seeking to re-
strengthen some of its other relationships 
that are in the geographical vicinity of 
Russia.  Russia is a vast country.  Russia 
is both a neighbor of Poland and of Japan.  
It is difficult to fully isolate Russia.  If one 
direction is closed off, then there are other 
directions in which the Russian leadership 
is going to look to cooperate and engage 
with.  Obviously, the most important 
direction that they are going to look at is 
China. 
I had a number of discussions with 
some of my good American friends who last 
year started talking, and publically so, 
about the onset of a new Cold War.  
Actually, the second issue of our journal 
“Horizons” had this title: a New Cold War 
with a Question Mark.  Is there a new 
Cold War between Russia and the West?  
My personal answer is no, there is no Cold 
War because for a Cold War you require at 
least partners of similar weight and might 
and I don’t think that the Russia of today 
is the Soviet Union of yesterday, so I don’t 
see a possibility of a Cold War between the 
West and Russia.  But if Russia is forced 
to enter something that is not an affair but 
a real marriage with some of its neighbors 
to the East, well, then we are looking into 
a situation which at least according to the 
numbers, if one looks to numbers, may look 
like a stage being set for a new Cold War.  
Well, that’s something that I’m certainly 
not looking forward to see.  However, that 
may be, on Russia’s western flank is Europe, 
which is also feeling economic 
consequences of cutting its links with 
Russia and especially in the energy field. 
Europe is also going through other aspects 
of an economic crisis: first and foremost, 
through the difficulties of the monetary 
union that many people think now, with the 
benefit of hindsight, was conceived in hasty 
fashion, and we are now seeing the 
consequences of this problem. 
The most dramatic consequence is, 
of course, Greece, but Greece is potentially 
only a beginning unless Europe manages to 
get its act together; I’m talking about 28 
leaders—28 governments—that need to 
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come together and harmonize their views.  
These 28 countries are vastly different in 
size, vastly different in population, vastly 
different in geography, and vastly different 
in how their economies are underpinned 
and run.  It’s going to be a tall order for 
the European leaders.  Difficulties and 
problems may continue to come from 
outside.  The direction from which this is 
perhaps most obvious right now is the 
Middle East.  The first trickle, I would say, 
of refugees from the Middle East has 
caused absolute chaos in some parts of 
Europe. This is a pointed question. 
I come from a country which 
straddles one of the main transit routes—
perhaps you have seen news reports about 
hundreds of thousands of refugees trying to 
reach Europe, well, they are all going 
through Serbia and quite a number of them 
are now trapped in Serbia, not being able 
to leave Serbia because the Europeans are 
closing off their borders; so we are very 
much aware of this crisis and we are only 
talking about a few hundred thousand out 
of millions that are potentially on their way 
from the Middle East. 
As I am being told that I have only 
a few minutes, left, let me quickly say the 
following: there is a great unraveling going 
on in that part of the world—the 
unraveling of the order that was conceived 
about 100 years ago by the Sykes-Picot 
Agreement.  Well, I am not sure what is 
going to be the future of the borders and the 
future of the political, social, and economic 
institutions that were conceived back 100 
years ago. 
What is the original sin?  I’m sure 
that there are very many different views on 
this point.  Some would blame the 
invasion of Iraq and the undoing of the 
regime of Saddam Hussein that actually 
opened up the door for the Iranian 
dominance of Iraq and the subsequent 
reaction by the Sunni majority—not only in 
Iraq, but throughout the region—towards 
the threat of Shia domination.  Some 
people would place it on the failed hopes of 
the Arab Spring.  Others on the inability 
to come to an agreement between the 
Israelis and Palestinians.  I think it’s all 
of it together.  And as a result, in the 
Middle East we are looking into a decade 
that the historians of tomorrow are going to 
remember as being one of the great 
unraveling that is going to have profound 
security and political as well as economic 
implications not only in Europe but on the 
geographies beyond. 
The last thing that I am going to 
say is that with all these geopolitical 
troubles and frictions, we live today in an 
era that is different from any other in one 
additional aspect.  Namely, for the first 
time in world history, we as humanity—all 
of us together— are threatened by the 
threat of climate change.  I know that the 
scientific jury is still out on what exactly 
causes it and how big is the human factor 
in causing all this.  But what is definite is 
that there is only one way to tackle it 
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strategically.  There is no successful 
national policy against climate change.  
There can only be closely coordinated 
international engagement, and there can 
be no opt-outs and no dissonance from the 
common course of action. 
This year is of course a very 
important year in this context.  In 
December 2015 we will have in Paris a big 
summit in which, hopefully, world leaders 
are going to come together to reach a 
climate agreement.  We’ll see if it will end 
up being a treaty and how binding it will 
turn out to be.  But the imperative to 
combat climate change, together with the 
common need to sustain our progress or, in 
other words, the issue of sustainable 
development, yet another topic that can 
only be addressed by humanity as a whole 
and not in a piecemeal fashion, is making 
up for the world of today to be a landscape 
unlike any that we have seen.   
There is an interesting future 
ahead of you—ahead for us all.  A future 
in which there will be more and not less 
need for international cooperation and for 
international organizations, and if anybody 
ends up asking me a question about the 
future of international organizations, I will 
be very, very happy to answer it together 
with an apology once again for not being a 
good time manager. 














































  SDGs の Sustainable というコンセプトは、
2012 年に開催された「リオ＋20」というリオデ
ジャネイロのサミットで、その重要性が指摘され、
それが今回の SDGs の Sustainable につながっ
てきているわけです。これについても後で ESD
の話をする時にさせていただきたいと思います。 
 では、SDGs とはどんなものなのか。 
 SDGs には 17 個の大きな目標があります。こ
こに全部書いてありますが（図 2）、1 番に「End 





 2 番目には「End hunger」（飢餓を終わらせよ
う）があります。これも実際には poverty と密接
に関連しています。そして 10 番目に、「Reduce 
inequality within and among countries（国内お 
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図 3 貧困について 





























































図 4  2000～2006 年における 1 日＄1.25 以下で暮らす絶対的貧困者の国別割合（国連のデータより）
  
図 5 マニラのスラム（出典：Wikipedia） 
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年に「国連 ESD の 10 年（国連持続可能な開発
のための教育の 10 年）」を国連総会で採決しま




 今 ユ ネ ス コ を 中 心 に Global Action 
Programme（GAP）を展開し、これから先の ESD
を推進していこうとしています。 







































































































としている人の数。5 秒に 1 人です。去年、
670 万人が亡くなっています。このセミナー
が 10 時半に始まって 4 時間ぐらいたちます
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の中で 5 秒数えてみてください。1990 年は 3





人、1 時間にして 54 人です。これも 4 時間の

















「7 億 7,400 万人」。これは大人で字の読め
ない方の数です。ヨーロッパ人口、ロシアか
らこちら側全部で約 7 億 4,000 万人だそうで
すので、それとほぼ同じ数の大人が、いまだ
に字が読めない。 













































犠牲者は約 5,000 人でした。5,000 人という
と、阪神・淡路大震災の犠牲者と同じ規模で
すので、大きな数ではあるのですが、過去に




































そして NGO も、国際 NGO、国内 NGO 共に
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の終わりに、日本も OECD（Organisation for 






1 から 8 まで、8 つのゴールがあります。1



















も、まだ MDGs でできなかったところです。 
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ジェンダ」です（スライド 8）。国連で 9 月 25 
 
 
スライド 8：持続可能な開発のための 2030 アジェ
ンダとは 

















































































（Japan Overseas Cooperation Volunteers：
青年海外協力隊）や専門家の派遣などで、
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スライド 13：日本の ODA 予算（一般会計当初予算）の推移 
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スライド 14：主要国における ODA 実績の推移（支出純額ベース） 
 
スライド 15：主要援助国 ODA 実績の対国民総所得（GNI）比 
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図 1．2013 年年度 START プログラム（ベトナムコース）で実施した「平和についてのディスカッション」の発表
資料（実施日：2014 年 3 月 11 日）（小倉 2015 より） 
─ 46 ─



































リカ軍が森林を破壊するため Agent Orange を
2,500,000 L、食料を採れなくするために農耕地
を標的に Agent Blue を 186,000 L と、大量の枯
葉剤を散布しました（Nam&Sinh 2014）。 





図 2．2013 年年度 START プログラム（ベトナムコース）で実施した「平和についてのディスカッション」で参加学
生（日本人・ベトナム人）がイメージした（Ⅰ）平和な世界のイメージ、（Ⅱ）平和な世界を作るために自分たちに出
来ること（実施日：2014 年 3 月 11 日）（小倉 2015 より） 
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 図 4－3 は百間排水口といって、水俣工場から
有機水銀を含む排水が流れ出ていたという排水
口の説明書きの看板です。そこから見える家が、
















だきたいですが、2013 年 10 月 19 日、ちょうど
2 年前に「水俣条約」が採択されたのを皆さんは
ご存じですか。 
 水俣病は 1956 年に発生が確認されてから、す





































































ているのが ESD です。 
 ESD は 、 Education for Sustainable 
Development の頭文字を取っていて、「我が国に




































 先ほども木曽先生が、「ESD の 10 年」が昨年
（2014 年）に終わったと言われていましたが、






 表 1．「ESD の 10 年」に至る世界の動き 
（ESD-J のホームページより抜粋（2014 年 6




グサミットで、日本が「ESD の 10 年」を、2005
～2014 年、10 年間やろうと国連総会で提言して
採択されました。そして、実際に 2005～2014 年























181 カ国、約 10,000 校あって、日本には 939 校、















































Vien Ngoc Nam, Le Van Sinh(2014)  
Destruction, Restoration and Management 
of Can Gio Mangroves, ISME Mangrove 









                                                   
1  ユ ネ ス コ ス ク ー ル 公 式 ウ ェ ブ サ イ ト







er2010.html、2014 年 12 月 11 日閲覧）より。 
3 2013 年 5 月 1 日ロイター通信。 
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President and CEO of Racke Strategies & Technologies 
 
Thank you.  I’m embarrassed to 
say that I worked as a broadcast 
journalist for 20 years and I couldn’t find 
the microphone switch.  Our company as 
Ambassador KISO said works with a 
number of scientific institutions and 
primarily in the United States and also 
here in Japan and on some occasions with 
European entities as well.  The primary 
focus of our activity is the promotion of 
cooperation between those institutions.  
Of course, the intersection between 
scientific and technological development 
and policy is fundamentally important to 
the efforts that we make with respect to 
the promotion of cooperation.  I’m struck 
today by several things that have been 
said with respect to both topics that were 
covered in the morning session having to 
do with the challenges facing questions 
associated with global governance and 
then this afternoon, the issue of how to 
achieve sustainable future and promote 
human dignity.  I think that these two 
questions are very much linked and I 
would like explain very briefly why I 
think so. 
I think that the link between 
education and the eradication of poverty 
and the promotion of human dignity is 
fundamentally important to understand.  
I think with that comes the possibility as 
Dr. OGURA suggested in her comments 
for a greater environmental conservation 
and international understanding as well 
as a greater sympathy on the part of 
governments and international 
institutions for the promotion of human 
rights which I happen to believe also 
inevitably results in democracy building 
as well which I believe promotes peace. 
I think that we are profoundly 
challenged today with respect to this 
agenda relative to changes that have been 
occurring over the past 2 decades and 
most profoundly since the end of the Cold 
War and these changes fundamentally 
involve our understanding of and the 
reality of the transition from the nation 
state as we have known it for the past 150 
to 200 years to what some writers have 
been referring to over the past 20 years as 
the market state.  I think that it’s 
understanding the nature of the changes 
that are occurring, their implications with 
respect to the strategic landscape and 
which is to say the relationship between 
nations and among nations and the 
degree to which international 
organizations and global governance can 
effectively have a positive impact on the 
relations between nations and promote 
peace and stability and development. 
An understanding of the degree 
to which these changes have been driven, 
not only by the end of the Cold War and 
really the conflicts that began in 1914 and 
continued until the collapse of the former 
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Soviet Union, but also the science and 
technological development that has so 
profoundly altered global reality and as 
such the strategic landscape I referred to.  
The opportunity presented itself for me to 
come here today thanks to my 
longstanding friendship with and 
collaboration with the ambassador 
Tsuneo NISHIDA and I have to thank him 
very much for his opportunity for me to be 
here today. 
What we’re discussing today has 
been the topic of many discussions that 
the Ambassador NISHIDA and I have had 
over many years.  I have said only half-
jokingly over the 20 years that I have been 
working with leading scientific 
institutions in this county, in United 
States and in Europe that the eminent 
scientists that I have had the privilege to 
work with have been giving me the 
science education that I was too lazy to get 
as an undergraduate student.  
Sometimes I regard that as a great 
privilege and sometimes I regard that as 
punishment.  Similarly, Ambassador 
NISHIDA and I from time to time have 
educated one another on various topics.  
I have been more on the student end and 
he has been more on the professor end of 
those conversations over many years we 
have known one another.  But I did have 
a chance to assign a book to him a number 
of years ago.  That was actually 
published in 2001 just before 9/11. 
The book then was pulled from 
the shelves and reissued a few months 
after the events of 9/11 with a new 
afterword.  It was a book written by 
Professor Philip BOBBITT, that’s called 
Shield of Achilles and it’s the best single 
volume that I have yet to read on this 
change from the nation state as we have 
known it to the market state and the 
factors that drive it.  He makes several 
points in his book that I think are worth 
repeating here today relative to these 
questions that we have been discussing. 
He says, for example, that there 
are number of developments that are now 
providing a deep and profound challenge 
to the state and by extension to 
international organizations engaged in 
global governments and he cites five in 
particular.  Number one, the recognition 
of human rights.  As a norm, it requires 
adherence between and among all states 
regardless of their internal loss and we 
have seen this played out in many ways in 
many places over the past decade and half 
I would submit. 
Number two, issues associated 
with widespread deployment of nuclear 
weapons and other weapons of mass 
destruction that rendered defense of state 
borders ineffectual for the protection of 
the society within.  This is something 
that we are all facing now in again many 
places on the globe and that is an issue 
with which we all know that 
unfortunately we will have to grapple for 
many years to come.  He also talks about 
the proliferation of global and 
transnational threats, that transcend  
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and safe borders such as those that 
damage the environment, threaten states 
through migration, population expansion, 
disease or famine.  We have touched on 
almost all of those today. 
Fourth, he talks about the 
growth of world economic regime that 
ignores borders and the moving of capital 
investment to a degree that curtail states 
in the management of their own economic 
affairs.  We haven’t talked about that 
much today, but it is fundamentally 
important.  Fifth, the creation of global 
communications networks that penetrate 
borders electronically.  We all know that 
that’s a two-edged sword.  It has many 
positive attributes, but also some 
seriously negative attributes as well.  
Cyber security being a case in point. 
He thinks that this will call for 
his state and global governance regime 
that will on the one hand and 
paradoxically require more centralized 
authority and on the other hand, will 
result in greater authority and 
responsibility by non-governmental 
organizations worldwide and that there 
will be a greater public participation in 
government. 
Finally, that relative to the 
question of the income distribution and 
equality that the market state will chiefly 
be, not about the redistribution of income, 
but about the promotion of opportunity, 
education of course will be fundamentally 
important to achieving that goal.  I think 
the understanding of these elements that 
are fundamental now to the change of the 
international constitutional and legal 
order in response to this change in the 
strategic landscape will be at bottom what 
drives the success or failure of our efforts 
to achieve those things we all have been 
discussing here today with an eye towards 
the promotion of global peace. 
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が紹介していた「The Shield of Achilles: War, 



























TPP （ Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic 
Partnership Agreement：環太平洋戦略的経済連
携協定）が大筋合意できたと報じられています。




































































ん 幾 つ か の 例 外 は あ り ま す が 、 OECD
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